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Efficient Spectroscopic Imaging by an Optimized
Encoding of Pretargeted Resonances

Zhiyong Zhang,1,2 Noam Shemesh,1,3 and Lucio Frydman1*

Purpose: A “relaxation-enhanced” (RE) approach to acquire in
vivo localized spectra with flat baselines and good sensitivity

has been recently proposed. As RE MR spectroscopy (MRS)
targets a subset of a priori known resonances, new possibil-
ities arise to acquire spectroscopic imaging data in faster,

more efficient manners. This is hereby illustrated by Spectro-
scopically Encoded Chemical Shift Imaging (SECSI).

Methods: SECSI delivers spectral/spatial correlations by col-
lecting gradient echo trains whose timings are defined by the
shifts of the resonances to be disentangled. Condition number

considerations allow one to unravel these image contributions
for various sites by a simple matrix inversion. The efficiency of
the ensuing method is high enough to enable a sampling of

additional spatial axes by means of their phase encoding in
spin-echo trains.

Results: The one-dimensional (1D) spectral / 2D spatial SECSI
acquisitions were implemented on phantom, ex vivo, and in
vivo models. In all cases, quality site-resolved images were

obtained. The experimentally observed enhancements were
consistent with theoretical signal-to-noise ratio derivations.

Conclusion: While still bound by MRSI’s sensitivity limitations,
a novel spectroscopic imaging protocol exploiting a priori
information, selective excitations and multiple echo encodings,

was proposed and demonstrated. The method is promising
when dealing with high T2/T�2 ratios, sparse data, or hyperpo-

larization studies. Magn Reson Med 77:511–519, 2017. VC
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INTRODUCTION

MRI and MR spectroscopy (MRS) play crucial roles in
deciphering the relationship between structure, function
and metabolism (1,2). Combining MRS and MRI into a

single MR spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) data set (3) is

challenged by the need to (i) resolve chemical shifts

along a spectral dimension requiring fairly long (�100

ms) acquisition times; (ii) impart the spatial encoding

using indirectly detected phase-encoded dimensions;

(iii) limit the repetition rate of these experiments accord-

ing to the long T1 values that may characterize the

metabolites; and (iv) actively suppress the ca. 104�more

intense water resonance falling in the center of the 0–

10 ppm 1H chemical shift range usually targeted. In par-

ticular, this overwhelming water peak perturbing the

metabolic resonances and the spectral baseline, generally

demands the use of efficient water suppression sequen-

ces (4–7). Alternative approaches avoid this and excite

water together with the targeted metabolites, relying on a

large dynamic receiving range to avoid saturation (8–10).

Recent studies have demonstrated the convenience of

carrying out 1H MRS using highly selective pulses, tar-

geting only the frequencies of a priori known resonances

of interest (11,12). Driving the use of these selective exci-

tations is the fact that, although numerous chemicals can

in principle be resolved in brain (3), most studies focus

on few, prominent resonances associated to specific

metabolites. It has been shown that at ultrahigh fields in

particular, so-called “relaxation-enhanced” (RE) methods

that carefully craft selective excitation pulses targeting

the prominent resonances of creatine (Cre), choline

(Cho), N-Acetyl-Asparate (NAA), and lactic acid (Lac),

enable the acquisition of in vivo localized spectra with

flat baselines and excellent signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)

in a single scan (11–14). A sensitivity enhancement was

noticed for these experiments vis-�a-vis lower field coun-

terparts using conventional water-suppressed MRS,

reflecting an enhanced longitudinal relaxation arising

from a proton bulk reservoir that is left mostly unper-

turbed, and from relaxation properties that at ultrahigh

fields benefit the metabolic resonances over the water

counterparts.
With this as background, the question arises on the

optimal way of endowing RE MRS experiments with

imaging capabilities. The fact that RE MRS transforms an

in-principle continuous spectral acquisition into a sparse

one targeting a small number of resonances whose posi-

tions are a priori known, opens new possibilities to

acquire MRSI information in a faster, more efficient man-

ner. Indeed, with frequencies known, the images of the

various targeted metabolites can in principle be resolved

by collecting a series of conventional imaging data sets,

where the chemical shifts of the different resonances

have been differentially encoded by specific phase mod-

ulations. Such chemical shift encoding has been demon-

strated in the past, using either phase-modulated pulses
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or suitable delay times imparted in different scans
(15–17). The present study describes the principles,
implementation, and potential advantages of alternative
MRSI forms based on imparting the modulations in uni-
son with gradient echo trains, in what we denote as Spec-
troscopically Encoded Chemical Shift Imaging (SECSI)
MR.

METHODS

Principles of SECSI

The starting point of this study is the RE MRS sequence

shown in Figure 1a (11). This incorporates a 90� pulse

exciting solely M bands containing the metabolites of
interest, while minimizing the water resonance’s excita-

tion. As achieving such selectivity requires a relatively

long pulse the experiment is executed in a spin-echo for-
mat, incorporating a refocusing pulse (18,19) that solely

addresses the excited bands. To complement the spectral

selectivity of these pulses with spatial selectivity, RE
MRS incorporates three adiabatic LASER pulse pairs (20)

that circumscribe the observed region to a rectangular

voxel in space.
On considering how to extend this localized MRS

scheme to MRSI, the simplest option is to complement

the LASER localization with phase-encoding of the spa-

tial dimensions. Figure 1b illustrates the resulting chemi-
cal shift imaging (CSI) sequence (21,22), assuming the

encoding of two spatial axes and a LASER-based slice

selection along the third one. While enjoying the poten-
tial benefits from relaxation enhancement, this scheme

suffers from a long intrinsic acquisition time. This can

be shortened by noticing a redundancy in this experi-
ment, which assumes a priori known peak positions for
performing the excitation, but at the same time devotes a
full time-domain acquisition to characterize the same fre-
quency peaks.

To solve this redundancy we introduce a “signature”
in the form of peak-dependent phase modulations,
whose aim will be to provide the image corresponding to
each resonance without demanding a full Fourier analy-
sis of the free induction decay (FID). This can be imple-
mented either by the addition of suitable phase factors
upon performing the spectral excitation (23,24), or by
introducing an array of suitably timed delays. Figure 1c
illustrates the latter implementation, which builds on
the RE CSI sequence in Figure 1b, but replaces one of
the phase-encoded loops by a combination of shift-
encoding time delays and spatial-encoding gradient ech-
oes. RE MRS’s excitation and refocusing of the
{Vm}1�m�M targeted resonances/bands thus remain
unchanged, and so does the slice selection carried out by
the one-dimensional (1D) LASER block. The acquisition,
however, is now replaced by a train of N readout gra-
dients (N�M), incorporating gradient echoes at a set of
suitable intervals {sn}1�n�N. Each of these gradient ech-
oes will be part of a full imaging set, where the contribu-
tion of each site will be modulated by individual
chemical shift factors eiðVmtnÞ. Assuming that each image
acquisition segment is sufficiently short to disregard
intrasegment modulations (i.e., jXk-Xjj.sn<< 1 8k; j), and
given that each image acquisition is followed by a full
gradient echo, it is possible to describe the n-th observed
echo signal as:

FIG. 1. Principles of SECSI MRSI. a: Basic RE MRS sequence (11,13) incorporating a 90˚ SLR multiband selective pulse, a series of
180 � pulses providing refocusing and 3D LASER localization, and a FID acquisition. b: Chemical shift imaging (CSI) extension, endowed

with 2D spatial resolution by the addition of two phase-encoding gradients. c: SECSI MR sequence extracting the spectroscopic infor-
mation by means of N refocused readout gradients whose echoes are timed at intervals s that enable, following an FT of the echoes
along their kro-evolution axes, a stable matrix-based inversion delivering each of the metabolites’ images. A s1 delay is introduced to

refocus the gradient-imposed evolution without disturbing these shift-encoding steps. d: Single-shot SECSI extension of (c), incorporat-
ing a CPMG-based echo train that phase-encodes one spatial dimensions in a single Npe-loops scan. In (b), (c) and (d), the spatial

encoding of the MRS information is assumed along only two axes, leaving a need for a 1D LASER block to localize the remaining
dimension.
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snðk;VmÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

Z
rðr;VmÞ � eikreiðVmtnÞdr; n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N

[1]

Fourier transformation (FT) of each of these k-space
signals yields a set of N images

Inðr;VmÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

rðr;VmÞ � eiðVmtnÞ; n ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N [2]

Notice that each of these images mixes contributions
from all the spectral counterparts, with their phases
modulated by an encoding Emn 5 feiðVmtnÞg matrix.
Rather than choosing this encoding matrix according to
Nyquist criteria, we choose the time intervals {sn}1�n�N

so as to endow Emn with a low condition number. This
opens the possibility of stably inverting Eq. [2], and
thereby of separating algebraically the various q(r, Vm)
contributions. Many routes could be devised for finding
such optimum set of time intervals for a given subset of
resonances of interest. In the present study, a simple
approach was adopted, whereby all encoding delays
were set multiples of a basic interval s: sn 5 ns, n 5 1, 2,
. . ., N. Searching for a stable inversion of the chemical
shift encoding matrix E becomes then a straightforward
search for the matrix’s minimum condition number, for
instance, using Matlab’sVR (The MathWorks, Natick, MA)
“cond(E)” script, as a function of two parameters: s and
N. Inversion of this well-conditioned E yields a stable
decoding transformation matrix Dmn, delivering “pure”
images for individually separated resonance as:

rðr;VmÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

Dm;n � Inðr;VmÞ: [3]

A further improvement associated with this encoding
mode, relates to the fact that the overall time Tacq¼Ns
required to encode a small number of resonances will be
typically short; much shorter than the acquisition boun-
daries placed by typical metabolic T2s. This opens the
possibility of extending the 1D phase-encoded gradient-
echo scheme in Figure 1c to a single-shot sequence
involving both gradient- and spin-echoes (25,26), as
shown in Figure 1d. In this sequence, a Carr-Purcell Mei-
boom-Gill (CPMG) scheme probes in a single shot what
was a phase-encoded dimension (27,28), incorporating
this encoding as a series of Npe blips. The addition of
180˚ refocusing pulses, kept selective and circumscribed
to an even number to ensure that the bulk reservoir of
unexcited magnetization remains unperturbed, brings
about periodic reversals in the chemical shift evolution;
this amounts to switching between {Emn} and {E�mn}
chemical shift encoding matrices for each phase encod-
ing step. To maintain a steady sampling of the signal
near the k-origin, these refocusing pulses necessitate as
well a reversal in the signs of the readout gradients
between even and odd spin-echoes. Moreover, when
considering the arrangement of the chemical shift encod-
ing elements in the generalized (kro,kpe,sn) 3D space
where the spin evolution associated to this experiment
takes place, the shift-related evolution advances in a

“positive” way in the first N readout echoes, and

reverses its progress in the next subsequent N echoes. In
other words a modulation {Emn} drives the chemical shift

encoding before the odd 180˚ pulses, whereas its com-

plex conjugate {E�mn} defines the shift encoding before
the even ones. Assuming that the readout and phase

encodings are associated to x and y axes, respectively,

one can extend the shift-encoding expression in Eq. [1]

to:

snðkx ;ky ;VmÞ¼
XM
m¼1

Z

Y

Z

X

rðx;y;VmÞ �eikxxeiky yeiðVmntÞdxdy

2
4

3
5:

[4]

Arguments akin to those leading to Eq. [3] but relying

on a 2D FT with respect to kx, ky, lead to a series of
“pure” images for each of the addressed resonances,

frðx; y ;VmÞgm¼1;2;...;M . A full description of this sampling

scheme and the overall experimental setup, is summar-

ized in the Supporting Information 1, which is available
online.

Signal-to-Noise Considerations

It is worth assessing the relative sensitivity merits of the
MRSI variants introduced in the previous paragraph;

more specifically, of the alternatives summarized in Fig-

ures 1b, 1c and 1d. As all these schemes rely on the

same excitation and refocusing pulses, share the same
LASER volume localization and are endowed with simi-

lar echo times, one can assume that their overall efficien-

cies are equal. Furthermore, we shall assume that, in
their image spaces, equal fields of view (FOVs) are tar-

geted and endowed by equal matrix sizes Nx, Ny. It fol-

lows (29) that the SNR of all these imaging methods can
then be summarized as

SNR / Affiffiffiffiffiffi
Df

p � fxffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nx

p �
fyffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ny

p � fdffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p ; [5]

where A is the initial time-domain amplitude of all the

FIDs, Df represents the receiver bandwidth that needs to

be chosen to suit these experiments’ needs; fx, fy and fd
are terms describing the SNR enhancement associated to

transforming the signals from their acquired domains

into the two spatial and single spectral domains, respec-
tively; and Nd is associated to the number of elements

that will be present in the spectral dimension. The

meaning of the f-functions becomes clear if considering,

for example, the spatial dimensions of the RE CSI experi-
ment (Fig. 1b): in such instances they will reflect the

multiplexing brought about by the FT along the k-axes,

leading to fx¼Nx, fy¼Ny. Fourier transform along the
spectral domain d will in turn lead to a signal enhance-

ment fd ¼ Nd

td
acq

R td
acq

0 e	t=T�2 dt, where td
acq is the overall FID

sampling time, Nd the number of sampled points, T�2 the
inhomogeneous spin–spin decay time, and the integral

accounts for the fact that the experiment involves a spin

echo. As the bandwidth in such spectral acquisition is
set as Df 5 Nd /td

acq, replacement of all these factors into

Eq. [5] leads to
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SNRCSI ¼
A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nx

p
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ny

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
td
acq

q
Z td

acq

0

e	t=T�2 dt [6]

A similar analysis can be applied to the multiscan

SECSI sequence in Figure 1c, if accounting for the facts

that (i) spectral information is now obtained by a matrix-

based decoding process, and (ii) the actual data sampling

is performed while under the action of a readout gradi-

ent. Given the low condition number of the spectral

decoding matrix, its efficiency can be considered nearly

equal to that of an FT. Thus, in analogy what was done

in the CSI case for the spatial axes, the spectral multi-

plexing advantage can be described as fdffiffiffiffiffi
Nd

p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

, where

N is the number of spectral encoding loops as introduced

in Eq. [1]. Taking into account that the encoding along

the phase-encoded axis stayed unchanged and that the

readout axis now imposes Df 5 Nx/sro, where sro¼ s2s1 is

the time associated to the data sampling of a gradient

echo, the analogue of Eq. [6] for a multiscan SECSI

acquisition becomes

SNRmulti	scan
SECSI /

A �
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Npe

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
tro
p �

Z tro=2

	tro=2

e	jtj=T
�
2 dt [7]

Finally, this analysis can be extended to the single-

scan SECSI sequence in Figure 1d, by replacing the FT

leading in Eqs. [6] and [7] to the
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ny

p
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Npe

p
enhanc-

ing factors, with a proper summation over the Npe phase-

encoding echoes involved in the acquisition:

SNRmulti	scan
SECSI /

A �
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p
�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Npe

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
tro
p �

Z tro=2

	tro=2

e	jtj=T
�
2 dt

�

XNpe

j¼1
exp½	jðNtþ DÞ=T2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Npe

p [8]

here D is the delay associated with the gradient blips

and CPMG refocusing pulses, and T2 is a homogeneous

spin–spin relaxation time characterizing the decay of the

CPMG train.
Before concluding it is worth remarking that although

Eqs. [6]–[8] summarize the idealized SNR for all these

acquisitions modes assuming similar excitation efficien-

cies, repetition times and imaging characteristics, the

number of scans that are involved in reaching these 3D

spectral/spatial data sets are very different: they involve

at least Nx�Ny shots for RE CSI, Npe (¼Ny) shots for

multiscan SECSI, and a single shot for the single-scan

SECSI. Hence the efficiency per unit acquisition time

made by these experiments will differ, and will in fact

be given by the number N of targeted peaks and by the

T2, T�2 characteristics. We compare below how experi-

mental observations follow these theoretical predictions.

Experimental

The performance of these approaches was assayed on

two phantoms composed of four components: one made

up of water, NAA, Cho, and Cre; the other involving

water, methanol, acetone, cyclohexane. Experiments also

focused on a fresh ex vivo rat brain sample targeting

NAA, total cholines (tCho), and total creatine (tCre)
resonances, and on a mouse’s abdomen for the sake of
exploring water/fat separation. These acquisitions were
carried out on a 7 Tesla (T)/120 mm horizontal magnet
MRI using a quadrature birdcage coil probe, and on a
14.1T/89 mm vertical bore magnet using a linear Milli-
pedeVR probe, both of these Varian Inc. (Palo Alto, CA)
systems.

As an aid in setting up the sequences in Figure 1,
spin-echo multislice (SEMS) imaging, point-resolved
(PRESS) and LASER-based localized spectroscopy
experiments were also carried out, using sequences taken
from the scanner’s software libraries. To better assess the
performance of the multi- and single-shot SECSI sequen-
ces, these were also compared against the more conven-
tional multiscan CSI approach shown in Figure 1b.
Spectroscopically resolved images in these 2D phase-
encoded experiments were obtained by targeting the
individual spectral resonances, whose images were inte-
grated over their respective peak widths. Radiofrequency
(RF) pulses in all these sequences were designed on the
basis of the SLR algorithm (30), computed using a
MatlabVR script, and uploaded onto the scanner for
execution.

Optimization of the number and duration of the encod-
ing delays based on the conditioning of the chemical
shift encoding matrix {Emn} (possessing an identical
inversion stability as {E�mn}), were also carried out using
Matlab scripts. All the data rearrangements, phase cor-
rections, and shift decoding procedures were written as
embedded macros in the scanner’s original VNMRJV

R

pro-
gramming environments; this provided the possibility of
executing the image/spectral processing directly within
the acquisition environment, and benefiting from the
Fourier processing, phase correction, and image display
capabilities inherent to the scanner’s interface. All of
these Matlab and VNMRJ preparation and processing
scripts and macros are available upon request.

Animal protocols and maintenance were done in
accordance with guidelines of the Institutional Commit-
tee on Animals of the Weizmann Institute of Science
(IACUC protocol 10790514). For the ex vivo experiments,
rat brain specimens were extracted by surgery and
immersed into a phosphate buffer solution (PBS, 0.1 M,
pH 7.4) immediately after their extraction; following a
brief wash, these were inserted into a 15-mm glass tube
filled with FluorinertV

R

under bubble-free conditions.
Gauze was used to fix the position and preserve the
structural integrity of these brains, which were allowed
to equilibrate inside the magnet for approximately
30 min before performing their MR data acquisition at
22�C. The fluorinated solvent prevented the loss of
metabolites throughout the MRSI experiments, as ascer-
tained by comparing 1D MRS data before and after the
CSI and SECSI runs (Supporting Information, Fig. S2).
No specimen was scanned for over 12 h. In vivo experi-
ments were performed while mice were anesthetized
with Isoflurane (Abbott Laboratories Ltd, England; 3%
for induction, 1–2% for maintenance) mixed with oxy-
gen (1 L/min) delivered through a nasal mask. Respira-
tion throughout the exam was monitored using an SA
Instruments Model 1025 monitoring and gating system
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(Stony Brook, NY), and maintained throughout the

experimental period at 50–70 breaths per min by adjust-

ing the isoflurane levels. Body temperature was main-

tained at approximately 37�C using a thermostatized
fluid system.

RESULTS

Figure 2 exemplifies how the {sn¼n�s}1�n�N arrays defin-

ing the chemical shift encoding matrices required for
SECSI were chosen, for different sets of predefined

chemical shifts. The left-hand panel of Figure 2 shows

the changes in the encoding’s matrix {Emn} condition

number as a function of the two parameters (N and s)
involved. These calculations assumed a 14.1T excitation

addressing the methyl peaks of Cho, Cre, and NAA, reso-

nating at 3.09, 2.93, and 1.92 ppm, respectively. As fol-

lows from these graphs a suitable number of gradient
echoes per phase encoding step arises when N¼ 6 and

s¼ 1.18 ms (Fig. 2a); the ensuing condition number

(1.75) is sufficiently low to ensure a stable matrix inver-

sion, while the encoding duration is sufficiently short to
enable the implementation of CPMG acquisitions.

Slightly shorter and longer values provide even better

condition numbers for N 5 10 and 8, respectively, yet at

the expense of increasing the overall Ns encoding time.
The center panel of Figure 2 shows an extension of

this test to 7T. Under these conditions N¼ 8 gradient

echoes lead to a good condition number at s¼1.52 ms

(Fig. 2b); again, although an N 5 10 train would lead to
a lower condition number, the overall encoding time

(�10� 1.62 ms) would be too long to justify the ensuing

gain. Another aspect analyzed in Figure 2c, is how dis-

turbances in the presumed chemical shifts will affect the
method’s site separation abilities. It can be readily

shown that, if the changes originate from relatively small

field heterogeneities, so that at a single-voxel level all

the peaks to be resolved move in unison, the condition
number of the encoding matrix will remain unchanged.

Likewise, coherent field fluctuations of the kind usually

associated with motions, should not affect the efficiency

of the spectral decoding. If field heterogeneities become
so large that even within a given voxel the peaks exhibit

a relative fluctuation with respect to one another, {Emn}’s

condition number changes. As evidenced by Figure 2c,
these random changes will have only minor effects in
the inversion properties of the encoding matrix, evidenc-
ing the method’s robustness vis-�a-vis larger field hetero-
geneities. Overall, these examples demonstrate that low
condition numbers can usually be found for sparse spec-
tral scenarios like the ones addressed by RE MRS;
phantom-based experiments presented in Supporting
Information Figure S3, illustrate this robustness of the
method against inhomogeneities.

Figure 3 compares the relative SNRs and residual
cross-talk levels among the different locations of various
chemical sites of SECSI and of optimized relaxation-
enhanced CSI experiments. These tests examined a
phantom consisting of an outer water tube, and three
inner tubes with Cho, Cre, and NAA (labeled as I, II, III,
respectively; Figure 3a). The spectra in Figures 3b and
3c illustrate the good water suppression and quality data
achieved by the selective excitation protocol. Figures
3d–f demonstrate that all sequences successfully separate
the three targeted chemical shifts, and provide quality
2D images for each. Similar levels of cross-talk artifacts
are evidenced by the 2D phase-encoded CSI results (Fig.
3d) as for their SECSI-based counterparts (Figs. 3e,f). To
better assess the relative SNR performance of the differ-
ent approaches all experiments were collected with
equal FOVs and in-plane resolutions (parameters that
were also assumed equal in the SNR derivations pre-
sented earlier).

Experiments in Figures 3d–f were also collected with a
relatively long TR¼ 5 s to factor out potential saturation
considerations. Still, given the very different minimum
durations of the various experiments, the number of
scans collected was tailored according to each sequence;
this signal averaging difference was accounted for in
SNR calculations by renormalizations as per �#scans.
With these provisions, we compare the results summar-
ized in the various panels of Figure 3 with the theoreti-
cal expectations arising from Eqs. [6]–[8]. The multiscan
SECSI vs the CSI data for peaks I–III (Figs. 3d,e) show an
average sensitivity ratio between the two of 0.56; when
factoring the fact that the former involved eight averaged
scans while the latter only one, the experimental per-
scan ratio becomes SNRmulti	scan

SECSI /SNRCSI � 0.199. The

FIG. 2. Optimizing the condition number of a chemical shift encoding matrix Emn ¼ feiðVmntÞg, assuming sn¼ns, n 5 1,. . ., N. a: 14.1T
phantom sample scenario involving Cho, Cre and NAA methyl peaks at 3.09, 2.93, and 1.92 ppm, showing how condition numbers
change as a function of s and N. b: Idem but for a 7T scenario. c: Examining the robustness of E’s conditioning, with ten cases where

the frequencies of the three resonances targeted in (a) were varied randomly over 40 Hz, for N fixed at eight gradient echoes.
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expectation for this ratio is simplified by the fact that
excitation and spatial acquisition parameters were kept
constant among the two experiments; theory then
predicts

SNRmulti	scan
SECSI

SNRCSI
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

x

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
td
acq

q
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
tro
p �

Z tro=2

	tro=2

e	jtj=T
�
2 dt

Z td
acq

0

e	jtj=T
�
2 dt

: [9]

With the number of points collected and acquisition
times used known, only the exact value of T�2 to be used
in this evaluation is not precisely defined. A reasonable
estimate of T�2 ¼ 30 ms predicts this ratio to be 0.98. The
higher than expected SNR evidenced by the multiscan
SECSI probably reflects instrumental and processing
aspects that affect the SNR estimation. We find, for
instance, that phasing the CSI data is complicated by
residual eddy currents that do not affect the SECSI
acquisitions due to their much larger spectral band-
widths and shorter acquisition times. Similar biases
favoring SECSI’s sensitivity over CSI’s were found in
independent experiments collected at different field and
on different samples (for instance in the cases presented
in Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4).

A similar SNR calculation can relate the efficiencies of
the single- and the multi-shot SECSI experiments. Fol-
lowing normalization by their different number of signal

averages, the data in Figures 3e, 3f show that this ratio
will be 4.37*�(8/256)¼ 0.77. The theoretical expectation
for this ratio is

SNR
single	scan
SECSI

SNRmulti	scan
SECSI

¼

XNpe

j¼1
exp½	jðNtþ DÞ
=T2

Npe
[10]

Assuming a T2 value of 500 ms and the experimentally
used N, s, and D values, this leads to a per-scan ratio of
�0.52, in good agreement with the experimental. This
ability of the single-scan approach to match the perform-
ance of its Npe-times longer counterpart reflects the effi-
cient use that the CPMG pulse train in the single-shot
SECSI sequence makes of the short acquisition time, and
the sensitivity gains that are to be made by echoing what
are usually inhomogeneously broadened, but not neces-
sarily short-T2, spectral resonances. When compared
against the even longer acquisition needs of a regular
CSI experiment, the higher efficiency of the single-shot
SECSI, and the high T2/T�2 ratios that will maximize this
efficiency, become clear.

Figure 4 shows extensions of these phantom tests to ex
vivo rat brain acquisitions at 14.1 T. Under these condi-
tions, good metabolic maps were afforded by the SECSI
sequence for tCho, tCre and NAA after a couple of hours
of signal averaging; by contrast, RE phase-encoded CSI
images (not shown) remained poor even after �10 hr
acquisition time. A similar instance of SECSI’s SNR

FIG. 3. The 14.1T spectroscopic imaging results collected on a metabolic phantom involving a 15 mm diameter outer tube of water, and

three inner 5 mm tubes containing choline at �10 mM (labeled I), creatine at �50 mM (labeled II), and N-aceytl aspartate at �50 mM
(labeled III). a: Reference scout image. b,c: Reference spectra acquired in 32 scans using VAPOR water suppression (6) and LASER

localization (top), and the spatially localized RE MRS sequence in Figure 1a incorporating a 30-ms multiband linear-phase equiripple
pulse targeting the I–III resonances (bottom). The slightly lower intensity displayed by the NAA resonance can be traced to an inferior
shimming at the position of tube III. d: Spectrally resolved images of the three components arising from a Relaxation-Enhanced but oth-

erwise conventionally phase-encoded CSI sequence introduced in Figure 1b. e: Spectrally resolved images of the three targeted com-
ponents arising from the multiscan shift-encoded SECSI sequence introduced in Figure 1c. f: Idem but for the single-scan multiecho

SECSI MR sequence shown in Figure 1d. Regions of interests for SNR and for residual cross-talk level calculations were marked with
squares in (a). The SNR for each image was measured by dividing the average of the corresponding component signals within the
marked green/magenta/blue squares by the standard deviation of the noise in the red-marked square. The same markers were used to

calculate residual cross-talk levels, by dividing the targeted signal by the residuals arising at the positions of the remaining two compo-
nents. Common scan parameters: FOV¼20�20 mm2, slice thickness¼4 mm, spatial matrix size¼64�64, TE¼144 ms, TR¼5 s. For

the SECSI experiments, the shift-encoding parameters were s¼1.248 ms, N¼8. Number of signals averaged and total acquisition times
were as follows. For (d): single shot per increment; total scan time 5 h 41 min. For (e): eight-shot average and total scan time 42 min 40
s. For (f) 256 shots averaged and total time 42 min 40 s (including reference scans).
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improvement versus CSI is illustrated in the Supporting

Information Figure S4, for mice data collected at 7T. In
both cases, we ascribe this differences in SNR to SECSI’s
reliance on a CPMG train, capable of overcoming T�2
losses.

Finally, Figure 5 demonstrates an application of these
strategies to the spectroscopic imaging of fat and water
peaks resonating at 4.8 and 1.5 ppm, respectively, in a

live mouse. Because of the good sensitivity of this
abdominal experiment, the possibility arose of exploiting
the single-shot nature of the SECSI sequence in Figure
1d. Limiting this potential, however, were the relatively

short T2s of the targeted species. Analysis of this system
indicated that at 7T a stable separation of the two sites
would result from N 5 3 echoes separated by s¼0.668

ms. If these parameters were inserted in the multiscan
phase encoded sequence illustrated in Figure 1c, the
result would be a three-point Dixon-like water/fat separa-

tion sequence (15). Figures 5b and 5d illustrate the
retrieval of such images in a single (plus a reference)
scan; the correspondence with images collected in multi-
ple shots in the presence of fat or water suppression

(Figs. 5a,c), is evident.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The encoding modes used by the SECSI sequences here

illustrated leverage several complementary aspects,
deriving from an a priori knowledge of the resonance
positions assumed by the RE MRS experiment. These

include (i) the sparse nature of these resonances, which
makes their discrimination by means of a short number
of delays feasible; (ii) the possibility of concatenating

these encoding delays in a train of gradient echoes, add-

ing a spatial dimension to the spectral decoding proce-

dure while retaining the experiment’s single-scan nature;

and (iii) the shortness of the ensuing gradient echo train,

enabling its concatenation within a CPMG loop capable

of phase-encoding an additional spatial axis. This leads

to a significant compression of what eventually becomes

a 2D spatial / 1D spectral single-shot acquisition. The

single-shot nature of the experiment might find useful-

ness in hyperpolarized 13C MRSI scenarios, where rapid

acquisitions are of essence and spectral sparseness very

common.
Although SECSI’s single-shot nature might be of more

limited use when targeting 1H resonances at conven-

tional metabolic concentrations, the method can still pro-

vide a higher sensitivity per unit time than conventional

phase-encoded CSI counterparts; this results from the

additional sensitivity endowed by a spin-echoed vis-�a-

vis a regular FID acquisition. Interestingly, when applied

on a two-site system, the ensuing sequence becomes a

multiple gradient- and spin-echoed version of the Dixon

water–fat separation experiment, which is the archetypi-

cal in vivo scenario where the targeted frequencies are a

priori known. Also worth remarking is the method’s sim-

ilarity with EPSI, a single-shot 2D spectral/spatial corre-

lation technique based as well on oscillating gradients

(31–33). For characterizing its spectroscopic dimension,

however, EPSI does not make any assumption; hence, it

will have to oscillate its gradient numerous times at a

period given by an arbitrary spectral bandwidth one is

trying to characterize. SECSI by contrast assumes that

the peak offsets are known, and what is being sought is

FIG. 4. Ex vivo rat brain results arising from experiments recorded at 14.1 T. a: Reference SEMS image. b,c: Reference LASER-localized
and RE 1H MRS spectra acquired on a 20�20�4 mm3 voxel using 32 averages; (c) used the sequence in Figure 1a with a 30 ms two-

band pulse exciting total cholines and creatines in one band, and NAA in another. The slightly lower intensity displayed by the NAA res-
onance can be traced to this metabolite’s decay postmortem (36). d–f: tCho, tCr, and NAA maps (overlaid on anatomical images) arising
from the execution of the SECSI sequence in Figure 1d, and reconstructed using the MatlabVR -based algorithm described in the Sup-

porting Information. Scan parameters: FOV¼20�20 mm2, slice thickness¼4 mm, matrix size¼32�32, echo time¼144 ms, TR¼5 s,
s¼1.276 ms, N¼8, number of averages¼2048, experimental time¼5 h 41 min (including the reference scans). The colorbar represents

relative intensities, normalized with respect to each image’s maximum/minimum amplitudes.
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just the minimal number of echoes capable of discrimi-
nating the targeted peaks.

Notwithstanding these benefits, several factors may
challenge SECSI’s effectiveness. Foremost among these
are any issues that compromise the experiment’s sparse
spectral assumption. Indeed, if executed at low magnetic
fields, if attempting to separate too many resonances, or
if investigating systems that are spectrally crowded, the
excitation pulses may become too long and/or decoding
gradients require too high a number N of echoes. T2-
derived losses may in any of these cases become too
onerous to make the approach competitive. This makes
the approach less interesting for lower-field (�3T) appli-
cations; higher field human scanners, however, should
benefit from similar advantages as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 4. Less important are field inhomogeneity and chem-
ical shift dispersion effects, for which the condition
number of the chemical shift encoding matrix can often
be optimized without increasing the number of gradient
echoes. Field fluctuations changing in unison all
resonances positions should also be well tolerated by
this algorithm, which only depends on chemical shift
differences. A final aspect that conspires against an opti-
mal SECSI operation, arises from the need to collect ref-
erence scans to enable a suitable co-processing of the
phase-encoded k-space. While reference scans are easily
incorporated into sensitive EPI acquisitions, they can sig-

nificantly increase experimental times in low sensitivity
MRSI investigations. It is hoped that either improve-

ments in the imaging hardware and/or referenceless
methods developed to deal with phase corrections in
EPI-based experiments (34,35), may also be useful in the

present approach. This would be of particular value not
only in low-sensitivity 1H MRSI experiments like those
illustrated in this study, but also in other experiments

on sparse resonances like 31P MRSI investigations.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.

Fig. S1. Traversing of the (kro,kpe,sn) space in the single-shot SECSI acqui-
sition protocol, highlighting details of the chemical shift encoding and
decoding modes. a: Expanded acquisition block of the sequence, showing
only the first and last acquisition gradient echoes for each phase encoding
step. b: Trajectories imposed on the spins’ evolution along the chemical

shift encoding, the kro and the kpe imaging dimensions, highlighting the
positions of 10 instants marked in the sequence (a). Green arrows repre-
sent kro-axis traces scanned during six hypothetical readout gradients for
each chemical-shift-encoding train; the dotted green lines next to them
represent the trajectories imposed by the corresponding refocusing gra-
dients. The solid cyan lines show the jumps along kpe imposed by the
phase encoding gradient blips, while the dark blue ones are those imposed
by the refocusing pulses; notice in this case the alternating changes in kpe

values. In each phase encoding step the signals collected in the presence
of positive readout gradients (kpe � 0; darker green colors) are modulated
by {Emn}, while those recorded during negative readout gradients (kpe> 0;
lighter green) are modulated by {E�mn}. c: Details of the chemical shift
decoding procedure. The N3Npe full kro-space echoes carrying the chemi-
cal shift encoded information, are separated into two matrices according to
the sign of the readout gradient used. For each phase-encoded value, the
N echoes recorded in the presence of positive readout gradients are
decoded by the inverse of the encoding matrix {Emn}, while shift-encoded
signals recorded while in the presence of negative readout gradients are
decoded by the inverse of {E�mn}. Each of the ensuing 2D k-space data sets
is then fast FT for retrieving what in principle are identical spectrally
resolved images (procedure not shown); these can be co-added for the
sake of improving sensitivity.
Fig. S2. Comparison of ex vivo mouse brain RE MRS 1H traces obtained
before and after the acquisition of SECSI RE CSI experiments, recorded at
7T. The sample was prepared and preserved as described in the Methods
section.
Fig. S3. Comparing the spectroscopic imaging results from a phantom
sample involving water, methanol (I), acetone (II) and cyclohexane (III),
examined at 7T using various RE and SECSI sequences. a: Reference spin-
echo multishot image. b: Reference spectrum acquired by PRESS, deliver-
ing the spectral information required to design the SLR pulse (the small
unlabeled resonance at �5.5 ppm corresponding to the untargeted –OH
methanol site; the chemical shifts of the targeted resonances deviate by
ca. 0.7 ppm from the literature values reported for these chemicals, owing
to susceptibility-induced differences arising in this multicompartment phan-
tom.) c,d: Spectra acquired using the spatially localized RE MRS sequence
in Figure 1a, in well shimmed and in poorly shimmed magnetic fields,
respectively. A 40 ms multiband linear-phase equiripple pulse was used to
excite the (I, II, and III) resonances; the line widths of resonance III were
12 Hz in (c) and 75 Hz in (d). e: Spectrally resolved images of the three
components arising from a Relaxation-Enhanced but otherwise convention-
ally phase-encoded CSI sequence like the one introduced in Figure 1b, col-
lected in the well-shimmed field. f,g: Spectrally resolved images of the
three targeted components arising from the multiscan shift-encoded SECSI
sequence introduced in Figure 1c, collected in a well-shimmed and in an
inhomogeneous field, respectively. h,i: Idem but for the single-scan multie-
cho SECSI MR sequence shown in Figure 1d. Regions of interests for SNR
and for residual cross-talk level calculations were marked with squares in
(a). The SNR for each image was measured by dividing the average of the
corresponding component signals within the marked green/magenta/blue
squares by the standard deviation of the noise in the red-marked square.
The same markers were also used to calculate residual levels in panels (e–
i), by dividing the targeted signal by the residuals arising at the positions of
the remaining two components. Common scan parameters:
FOV 5 40 3 40 mm2, slice thickness 5 2 mm, two dummy scans, echo time-
5 50 ms, TR 5 5 s, averages nt 5 1. For the SECSI experiments, the shift-
encoding parameters were s 5 1.002 ms, N 5 6. The matrix size for (e) was
64 3 64 and its total scan time is 5 h 41 min. Matrix sizes for (f), (g), (h), and
(i) were 128 3 128; total scan times for (f) and (g) were 10 min 40 s, while
scan times for (h) and (i) were only 20 s.
Fig. S4. Comparison of ex vivo mouse brain results arising from SECSI and
from a RE CSI sequences recorded at 7T. a: Reference SEMS image. b,c:
Reference PRESS and RE MRS spectra acquired on a 16 3 16 3 4 mm3

voxel using 32 averages; (c) used the sequence in Figure 1a with a 40 ms
two-band pulse exciting the total cholines and creatines in one band, and
NAA in another. d–f: Cho, Cr, NAA maps (overlaid on anatomical T1-
weighted images) arising from the execution of the SECSI sequence in Fig-
ure 1d, and reconstructed using the Matlab

VR

-based algorithm described in
the Supporting Information. g–i: Idem but for acquisitions based on a RE
CSI sequence. Common scan parameters: FOV 5 16 3 16 mm2, slice thick-
ness 5 4 mm, matrix size 5 32 3 32, echo time 5 50 ms, TR 5 2 s. SECSI
parameters: s 5 1.524 ms, N 5 8, number of averages 5 2048. The number
of averages for the RE CSI sequence was eight per phase-encoding value.
The experimental time of the SECSI MRSI experiment was 2 h 16 min
(including the reference scans), while the phase-encoded CSI acquisition
took 4 h 33 min). The colorbar represents relative intensities.
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